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tion (e.g., log-in) when the app is reloaded. Additionally, it
leads to longer reload time [15].
As users run an increasing number of applications and
each application becomes more complex, the memory pressure on mobile devices is increasing. This coupled with the
rise of low memory devices [5] makes the problem even
more important. Android itself tried to reduce system memory footprint and produced a way to tune the system for low
memory devices [6]. However, there is mounting evidence
that Android systems do not utilize main memory efficiently,
and actually cause page-level duplications in the physical
memory [5, 13].
To mitigate the problem, Android has introduced several
mechanisms to optimize the system for low memory devices, such as Kernel Same-page Merging (KSM) [8] and
zRAM [12]. For example, KSM periodically scans the physical memory and merges pages if their content is the same.
Swapping to zRAM uses in-memory swap space; when it
needs to swap out pages from the memory, it compresses them
into an in-memory swap area. Although these approaches can
reduce the memory usage and the number of applications
terminated due to low memory [5], they consume power and
CPU cycles. Recent studies [14] also suggest that they may
actually decrease user experience. More importantly, these
approaches are haphazard solutions to the problem since they
do not treat or even identify the root cause. Once the root
causes of page duplication are identified, they may be used to
prevent duplication from happening or apply deduplication
more efficiently.
We argue that a systematic approach is required to diagnose and solve the problem. This paper takes the first step
in measuring the level of memory duplication and diagnosing the root cause of the problem. To this end, we develop
a system called MemScope that automatically identifies and
measures memory duplication levels for Android systems. It
identifies which memory segment contains duplicate memory
pages by analyzing the page table of each application and the
memory content.
In summary, this paper makes two contributions:

Abstract
Main memory is one of the most important and valuable
resources in mobile devices. While resource efficiency, in
general, is important in mobile computing where programs
run on limited battery power and resources, managing main
memory is especially critical because it has a significant
impact on user experience. However, there is mounting
evidence that Android systems do not utilize main memory
efficiently, and actually cause page-level duplications in the
physical memory. This paper takes the first step in accurately
measuring the level of memory duplication and diagnosing
the root cause of the problem. To this end, we develop a
system called MemScope that automatically identifies and
measures memory duplication levels for Android systems. It
identifies which memory segment contains duplicate memory
pages by analyzing the page table and the memory content.
We present the design of MemScope and our preliminary
evaluation. The results show that 10 to 20% of memory
pages used by applications are redundant. We identify several
possible causes of the problem.

1.

Introduction

Main memory is one of the most important and valuable resources in mobile devices. While resource efficiency, in general, is important in mobile computing where programs run
on limited battery power and resources [2], managing main
memory is especially critical because it has a significant impact on user experience. For example, the Android operating
system reclaims memory from applications or even destroys
application processes when it is low on memory. However,
reclaiming memory space involves garbage collection that
consumes significant CPU cycles, which often increases the
response times of applications. Also, terminating applications
often results in the loss of valuable application context (e.g.,
log-in information or cached data), which in turn degrades
user experience because users need to perform the same ac-

1. A useful framework for memory duplication analysis:
Using a combination of existing tools, MemScope reconstructs page tables and their mapped regions. It helps users
to track the relationship between events that potentially
affect memory duplication by identifying the difference
between snapshots of physical memory.
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2. A preliminary analysis of memory duplication: We
look at diverse aspects of memory duplication in Android
systems. In particular, we find that 10-20% of physical
pages are duplicates and many reasons contribute to this
duplication. We identify common patterns and sources of
page-level memory duplication.

2.

System Overview

2.1

MemScope Features

3. Request system logs
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Our goal is to identify how many duplicate physical frames
exist on Android systems at a particular time and how
they might change over time during a typical life cycle of
applications. In addition, we seek to identify where in the
virtual memory segment duplicate occurs (e.g., code segment
or BSS section) and what kinds of system-level events are
correlated with changes in the duplicate frames. Achieving
the goal requires analyzing the page table of each process
and finger-printing the memory content. To infer the cause of
duplicate memory content, the system must also be able to
identify the memory segment and correlate with system-level
events (e.g., garbage collection).
In summary, MemScope provides the following features:
• Statistics on duplicate physical memory frames: MemScope takes a snapshot of physical memory and analyzes
page-level duplicate frames. It reconstructs the page tables
from the physical memory snapshot and takes a fingerprint of memory content. MemScope then categorizes the
duplicate frames into their segment types.

7. Scans all memory space
and identify duplication

MemScope

1. Request snapshot

2. Take snapshot

QEMU

Figure 1: Overview of MemScope

it recovers the page table of each process from the memory
dump and identifies the duplicate content within the physical
memory.
To obtain a physical memory dump (i.e. snapshot), MemScope relies on the support from the hypervisor by running
Android on a virtual machine (VM). We take this approach
because obtaining a memory dump from a real device is much
more difficult and may require hardware support. Another
benefit of using VM is that we can configure the machine easily. By changing the boot-up settings, one can easily modify
RAM size, change hardware components, and maintain snapshots for reproducibility. We believe that the use of virtual
machine does not affect the memory usage.

3.

• Tracking the difference across snapshots: MemScope

MemScope Design

MemScope is a tool which automatically takes snapshots and
retrieves system log. With obtained snapshots, it analyzes
how many pages are duplicated and where they are and tracks
their changes.

allows users to track the differences across multiple snapshots that were taken over time. For this, one can configure
MemScope to take the memory snapshot periodically or
upon a specified system-level event (e.g., garbage collection). MemScope also records various system-related
events (e.g., garbage collection, process creation, low
memory killer activation, etc) during the use of the device.
This helps users to link events with increase or decrease
in duplicate levels of memory content.

3.1

Data acquisition

MemScope automates data acquisition by combining a variety
of tools, including QEMU [9] and Android debug bridge
(ADB) [1]. Figure 1 illustrates overall structure of MemScope.
When MemScope starts up, it uses QEMU as a hypervisor
and creates a VM to run the Android system image specified
by the user. During its lifetime, it can take dumps of the VM’s
physical memory. To take a memory dump, MemScope first
suspends the VM and takes a memory snapshot using QEMU
monitor, and resumes the VM. MemScope can also repeat
this process periodically at a time interval specified by the
user.
Android generates rich logs of system events. To keep
track of system-level events, MemScope extracts the system
log of the Android system using ADB. Among various logs,
we only focus on logs from Android system services, such as
system server and activity manager. The system log is later
used to track which system events affect memory duplication.
In addition, we can stop taking snapshots when a specific
system event (e.g. low memory killer) occurs.

• In-depth analysis on Android-specific data structures:

MemScope detects Android-specific data structures by
analyzing the memory layout. Because all Android applications run on dalvik virtual machine, it analyzes dalvikrelated data segments, including dalvik heap and bitmap
structures. It is able to recover the number of heap objects and their sizes. It also extracts useful information
from Android-specific memory regions and relates that
information to memory duplication.
2.2

Android‐x86
operating on QEMU

MemScope Overview

MemScope operation consists of two phases: data acquisition
and data analysis. In the data acquisition phase, it collects
dumps of the physical memory content and a system log
that tracks system-level events. In the data analysis phase,
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Unlike Linux data structures, there is no tool to detect Android data structures (i.e. dalvik-related data) automatically.
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However, recovering the information is not trivial because
dalvik-related data is in user memory space, not in the kernel
memory space. Thus, we need to know the virtual address
of dalvik-related data and translate that address to physical
address. Once we know where dalvik-related data is, we can
easily translate the address of that data into physical address
by utilizing volatilitux.
To locate dalvik-related data structures, MemScope first
searches gDvm, a global variable that holds the global state
of dalvik VM. It keeps VM heap data structures and configurations of the dalvik VM. Because dalvik VM is implemented
inside the libdvm library (i.e. libdvm.so), gDvm is located inside the BSS segment of libdvm.so where uninitialized global
variables are stored. However, it is difficult to know the exact
memory offset of gDvm within the BSS segment. To resolve
this, we rely on instrumentation. We rebuild libdvm after inserting a magic number into gDvm’s structure so that we can
locate the variable by inspecting the memory content. With
this change, we can find dalvik-related data. This allows us to
identify the total number of objects allocated in dalvik heap
space given a dump of the physical memory.
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Figure 2: Duplication table structure [13]

3.2

Data analysis

The goal of this phase is to extract as much information as
possible about memory pages to help identifying the potential
cause of memory duplication. In order to analyze memory
duplication from the snapshot, MemScope first locates important data structures and analyzes them to obtain the list
of processes, their page tables, and the memory space of
each process. This information is contained in task_struct
and vm_area_struct data structures. To locate these data
structures, MemScope leverages volatilitux [10], a memory
forensic tool for Linux. Given a memory snapshot, it locates
these data structures automatically by searching for specific
patterns and/or inspecting certain offsets in the memory.
Using this information MemScope takes a hash of each
page in the memory and links it to the process and the
segment that it belongs to. Figure 2 illustrates the resulting
data structure (duplication table) that MemScope produces.
For each hash value of the content in a physical page, it lists
the physical page address corresponding to the hash value.
For each physical page, it reconstructs the process ID and its
virtual page address that the physical page is mapped to.
Because volatilitux is a generic memory forensic tool developed for Linux, it only provides process memory layout
and memory regions, not specific and detailed information
about Android internal data structures. MemScope extracts
Android-specific data structures to obtain in-depth information to see the relationship between duplication and Android
system state. Because we find that a surprisingly large fraction of duplication comes from the dalvik VM’s heap area,
we analyze the region in more detail. Specifically, we focus
on the dalvik VM’s heap objects.
We recover and analyze key data structures that point
to all heap objects and are used for garbage collection
(dalvik-bitmap-1 and dalvik-bitmap-2). Analyzing
these data structures provides us the information about the
number of objects allocated, their sizes, and the free space.
MemScope locates these data structures related to the dalvik
VM that host each Android application.

4.

Preliminary Results and Analysis

We install a virtual machine with Android-x86 (Kitkat 4.4.4)
and allocate 512MB of RAM to it. MemScope is configured
to take snapshots every 60 seconds after booting. LMK(low
memory killer) starts working when the system is under memory pressure in order to obtain free memory by destroying
applications. In the case of application, it is manually executed and used between every two snapshots until LMK is
triggered by the system. We manually operate the applications to mimic normal application usage. Note some apps
are already brought up at boot, and executing those apps do
not increase the total # of processes. In our case, there are
20 system processes in every snapshot. Upon detecting that
LMK is triggered, we take more fine-grained snapshots every
5 seconds to see how LMK affects the memory duplication
level.
Through MemScope, We observe the followings:
• Sub-page level duplication is much higher. Up to
34.12 % of used memory is duplicated when we divide
memory into 1KB-fragments, compared to 21.78 % for
page-level duplication.
• Duplication associated with apps is the dominating

factor. 80 % of total duplication is due to the duplication associated with apps, compared to that of system
processes.
• More than 80% of duplication comes from 5 memory

regions. They are gralloc-buffer, dalvik-heap, dalvik1 We make a couple of assumptions to locate Android-specific data structures:

Android is operating on 32-bit machine and each page is 4 kB.
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Figure 4: Subpage-level duplication ratio comparison

Figure 3: Duplication and its ratio to used memory across time

zygote, BSS segment of libdvm.so library and anonymous,
which are the heaps and data sections.

System process
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1KB unit

Page-level and Subpage-level Duplication

We find that the memory duplication level tends to increase as
applications are executed until LMK is triggered to reclaim
memory. Figure 3 describes duplication across time. At
snapshot 1, there is no user-executed applications. All 42
processes are started by the system. 20 of them are system
processes such as initd and netd, and the remaining 22 are
applications that run at start up, such as the dialer app. We
then execute applications in a randomized order during the
experiment, because the ordering is not very important for
our purpose. Note, executing an app which is already loaded
into a process at boot time does not increase the number
of running processes. Amazon app and twitter app are such
examples.
Right after the system boots 32.1 MB is duplicated while
261.1 MB is used. We can see that 12.3 % of used memory is
already duplicated from the beginning. Right before LMK is
triggered, about 90.36 MB is duplicated and memory being
used by processes are 413.82 MB. Memory used by all
processes is obtained by getting the set of valid physical
addresses in all page tables. We see that ratio to memory
being used is around 21.84 %. It means that there is potential
to get at least 45.18 MB, which is 8.82 % out of 512 MB ,
free memory by deduplication. This translates to at least
one or two apps worth of memory [3, 14].
Figure 4 shows subpage-level duplication. It shows that
when we use smaller duplication unit (e.g 2 kB, 1 kB) there is
potential to obtain more free memory by deduplicating them.
For example, when the system runs out of memory, it can
perform a finer-grain deduplication on a subset of applications
and perform delta encoding [11] when the deduplicated
page is modified by other apps, instead of activating the
low memory killer (LMK) that kills apps. Later, when the
apps are brought to foreground, the system can recover
the deduplicated page from the information saved. Because
most duplicates originate across apps as we show below
(rather than system processes) deduplicating with another
app is sufficient. We believe that this approach will be more

Application process
LMK triggered

Figure 5: Ratio of system process-associated and application
process-associated duplication to memory being used

efficient than zRAM that compresses the memory used by
a single app. On average, using a 2 kB unit would result in
6 %(24.45 MB) more memory savings and 1 kB unit results
in 11 %(42.41 MB) more memory savings than 4 kB unit.
4.2

System Processes vs. Application Processes

Android applications and non-application processes may
exhibit very different characteristics because Android app
runs dalvik VM but non-application process does not. To
distinguish the two, we classify the children of the zygote
process and zygote itself as application processes since zygote
is the parent of all applications and runs on dalvik VM. Other
processes(e.g. init, netd) are classified as system processes.
In order to identify which process group affects more
on duplication, we obtain how many duplicated pages are
associated with each group. Figure 5 shows duplication ratio
to memory usage associated with each process group. It says
that application processes contribute to duplication much
more than system processes. On average, 3 % and 14 % of
memory usage are duplicated from system processes and
application processes respectively. In addition, application
group is involved in 80 % of total duplication. The results
show that we are better to focus on application processes for
deduplication.
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by performing the dalvik-zygote initialization at the parent
will eliminate the duplicates.
BSS of libdvm.so is the place where global state of dalvik
VM is stored. As in dalvik-zygote, there are many duplicate
pages which seem to be COWed. The difference is that most
of their contents are 1-filled. We suspect that after the child
application process is forked, variables in the BSS section are
initialized to the same value, which triggers COW. One way
to eliminate the root cause is to locate the global variables
in the duplicated 1-filled pages and initializing them in the
parent process similar to dalvik-zygote.
Dalvik-heap is one of the hot spots where duplication occurs
frequently. It is a heap space for dalvik VM and Java objects
are allocated here. In other words, duplicated pages in dalvikheap are due to Java objects that an application uses.
We categorize duplicated pages into three groups based
on their content: 0-filled page, 1-filled page and others.
Figure 7 shows change of the number of duplicated pages
and java objects in dalvik-heap. The number of 0-filled pages
dominates in most cases. The number of non-0-filled pages
does not show any correlation with the number of objects and
it is rather stable. Contrarily, the number of 0-filled pages is
more sensitive to the number of heap objects. We hypothesize
that when java object is created, enough memory is allocated
and only little portion of allocated memory is written. Thus,
the rest of the memory remains 0.
In order to identify this we explore Android source code
and find java object creation code. dvmHeapSourceAlloc()
which is used for java object allocation is located at dalvik
/vm/alloc/HeapSource.cpp. We find that there are two
modes for allocating memory.
One is low memory mode and we are going to call the
other normal mode. In normal mode memory is allocated
using mspace_calloc(), which at first mspace_malloc()
and then memset() to 0. This always makes several zerofilled physical pages which are duplicate. On the other hand,
in low memory mode it first gets enough memory using
mspace_malloc() and then returns all pages, except for the
first page, back to kernel by using madvise() with parameter
MADV_DONTNEED. With low memory mode on, we expect the
amount of duplicate 0-filled pages in dalvik-heap to reduce.

Duplication in Memory Regions

MemScope allows users to identify the name of the memory
segment that duplicated pages appear. Using this information,
we investigate which memory regions contains the most
duplicate pages. Note, not all memory regions have their
area name—we call them anonymous regions.
Figure 6 shows average duplication portion of the five
memory regions. We use same snapshot set as earlier figures.
We find that top five regions are almost consistent across
different snapshots. More than 80 % of duplicated pages come
from anonymous, gralloc-buffer, dalvik-heap, dalvik-zygote
and BSS segment of libdvm.so library.
Gralloc-buffer is buffer allocated by gralloc HAL (hardware
abstraction layer), which is graphic memory allocator implemented by various vendors. In other words, gralloc-buffer is
a buffer used for displaying the screen of Android system to
user. We observe that most duplicated pages in gralloc-buffer
for application are grouped by multiple of three. We discover
that Android systems, by default, adopt triple-buffering policy to display buffers since JellyBean so that there are three
gralloc-buffers. This is to make rendering smoother, but because the screen does not frequently change for many apps
other than those display video, we see duplicate content in
display buffers. We believe that by adaptively assigning the
buffers (e.g., only do triple buffering upon detection of frequent changes in the buffer), a significant amount of memory
(up to 33 %) can be saved.
Dalvik-zygote is one of heap spaces for dalvik VM, which
is created when zygote is created. Right after zygote is
created, zygote preloads several common Java class objects
and resources into dalvik-zygote region. We observe most
of duplicate pages in this region have same virtual addresses
from different application processes. For example, virtual
pages at address X from three different applications are
mapped to three different physical pages which have same
page content. Because every application is forked from
zygote, we believe that these pages are generated by copyon-write (COW). However, duplicate occurs because all apps
are initialized with the same set of objects. We believe that
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use for virtual machines [11]. Page sharing, delta-encoding,
and memory compression have been also used in virtualized environments to reduce the physical memory footprint
when running multiple virtual machines. Some of these techniques have been implemented in Android. However, these
features are rarely used because energy consumption and user
experience are dominating factors in mobile environments.
Memory reclaiming/saving techniques for Android: Android reclaims memory by using two approaches. The first is
garbage collection. Android garbage collector is implemented
as a part of dalvik and uses mark and sweep algorithm [4].
Second is the low memory killer (LMK). LMK is an androidspecific implementation of out-of-memory killer in Linux [7].
It sets a few adjustment value and minimum free memory
pairs while booting OS. LMK is triggered if the amount
of available memory is not sufficient. LMK kills apps with
matching or having a lower adjustment value if the amount
of available memory is under a certain threshold.
In Android version 4.4, it supports two new methods
for memory management KSM [8] and zRAM [12]. KSM
scans pages in given interval and merges pages with same
content. zRAM is a swap system which compresses and
swaps out pages into RAM based block devices. Although
both approaches may improve RAM usability, they take up
CPU cycles and power that decreases the battery lifetime and
often worsen user experience. The objective of MemScope
is helping its users to analyze memory duplication and
potentially improve deduplication techniques based on the
analysis.
Android memory deduplication: Julino [13] studied pagelevel memory duplication on Android systems. This is the
first study of memory duplication in Android. However, it
does not provide any tools and falls short in analyzing its
main cause. Recent work [14] proposes a selective memory
duplication that carefully selects deduplication pages by
observing time-domain and space-domain hints. By using
our in-depth observation on Android-specific information,
selecting candidate pages for depuplication will be accurate
and enhanced.

1.5%

Figure 8: Duplication ratio comparison between KSM-enabled and
KSM-disabled snapshots

Anonymous Pages are pages which do not have any name
for their memory regions. Many kinds of memory regions
are categorized to anonymous page. Application stack and
some dynamically allocated memory regions, for example,
are types of anonymous pages. We see that anonymous pages
account for 18 % of duplicate memory. In addition, 13 % ∼
30 % of duplication in anonymous region are 0-filled. We
guess that these pages are generated by memset() to 0 just
like the dalvik-heap case. For non-0-filled anonymous pages
(e.g reserved by mmap() with MAP_ANONYMOUS flag), we
need further in-depth research to identify which data is
contained or which function accesses to certain page.

5.

Implications and Discussions

The observation we made in Section 4 has many implications
for memory management. Here, we simply look at how
effective KSM is in removing the duplication. We configure
KSM to scan 100 pages to merge every 500 ms as [5]
suggests.
Figure 8 indicates the difference between KSM-enabled
system and default system (KSM-disabled) snapshots with
respect to duplication ratio. We find that KSM-enabled system produces about 2 % less duplication ratio than that of
default system. The duplication ratio is reduced slightly and
still more than 70 % of duplication comes from 5 memory
regions mentioned in section 4.3. This indicates that KSM
treats every pages equally for selecting candidates of deduplication. It would be better that each page has a different
priority so that pages in the 5 regions have higher chance to
be scanned and deduplicated. When it is possible, duplication
ratio is expected to be reduced by up to 10 % in ideal case.
In addition, if it is possible to identify which system event
triggers memory duplication, KSM can use event-driven
deduplication policy instead of periodic scanning. Then, we
can save the computing power of mobile devices which was
serious weakness of KSM.

6.

7.

Conclusion and Future Work

Memory usage for Android devices has been of recent interest.
Many solutions try to manage main memory more efficiently
and even attempt to perform memory deduplication dynamically. However, very few studies examine the current status
of main memory use in a systematic way. Even there exists
no tool that allows us to analyze the memory duplication in
Android systems. To address the problem, we develop MemScope which is a tool to analyze memory duplication for
Android systems. It runs on top of QEMU for controllable
experiments. The tool automatically takes snapshots of memory and analyzes the amount of duplicate content in memory.
We present a design of MemScope and a preliminary analysis
of memory duplication for Android systems to demonstrate

Related Work

Memory deduplication for virtual machines: Memory
deduplication is a popular technique to reduce the memory
6

the usefulness of the tool. We break down the duplicates into
memory regions and identify that most of the duplicate originates from data sections including heap. We further identify
potential causes to these duplications and implement user
input emulating function for more controllable and accurate
experiment. We believe that the MemScope tool and the observations made in the paper will benefit future work in this
area.
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